Seminar: “Opportunities in the Financial Sector”
29th March 2019

The Skill Development Cell of Shyam Lal College organized an interactive session
on “Opportunities in the Financial Sector”. The session was in collaboration with
Bombay Stock Exchange Institute Limited. The seminar was held at 29 March 2019.
Dr. Rabi Narayan Kar, Principal, SLC congratulated the Skill Development Cell for
successfully completing with three batches of Certificate Course in Stock Trading
“Mastering the Stock Market”. He also made the students aware of the need of this
course in the future for generating their own wealth. Dr. Kavita Arora, Convenor,
SDC, addressed the gathering talking about the need for practical knowledge along
with theoretical knowledge; she warm-heartedly welcomed the guest of honour. Then
she gave a brief introduction about the session topic and how it is very important for
every student to know about Financial Management. Then the dice was handed over
to the Guest of honor.
Prof. Sanjeev Das was our guest professor for the session. He has over 20 years of
corporate and academic experience. He has trained more than 5000 students as
well as working professionals. Some organizations he has been associated with are
Birla Sunlife, Indiabulls, MetLife India and Bombay Stock Exchange.
Prof. Sanjeev Das had a very interesting and valuable session with the students. He
gave the students a brief introduction about the stock market. He tried to explain the
difficult terms and concepts of stock market with simple examples drawn from daily
life. He used live chart and table analysis from websites to make the session more
productive and inclusive. His explanation was revolving around the practical things in

life, how to make a retirement corpus, how to diversify your investment, difference
between speculation and trading. He discussed all these subtle knowledges in a very
inquisitive manner. At the end, he gave a brief overview of what would be there in
the course.
The session was enlightening and ended on a good note. The students felt enriched
about the functioning of the stock market. Dr Kavita Arora presented the vote of
thanks.150 students attended the seminar.

